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Chronicle of the Divine Sword, Volume 1 has 9 ratings and 1 review. yengyeng said: There is an attempt at plot (!!) Ninja
immortals, mafia tattoo artist.

In the present, Lux Arcadia, ex-Prince of the Empire now working as a handyman, falls through the roof of the
Royal Knights Academy bathroom onto Princess Lisesharte "Lishe" Atismata of the Atismatan Kingdom and
sees a brand on her stomach. She challenges him to a duel despite Lux being undefeated in battle. Lux meets
his sister, ex-Princess Airi Arcadia, who demands he win the duel. As former royalty they have to pay a
massive fine to the current royal family, and if Lux goes to prison, Airi will have to pay the fine herself. He
insists on continuing with his broken sword, refusing to use his black sword. A cloaked person uses a horn
whistle to summon an Abyss dragon. Lux allows himself to be injured, giving Lishe the time to destroy the
Abyss. Lishe falls in love with Lux as he is the first man to try protect her. She asks him to keep her brand a
secret, as it is the crest of the former Arcadia Empire. Lux is made an official academy student. When the
female students learn Lux is a handyman they swamp him with requests, including Krulcifer Einfolk who
wants him to find the Black Hero. Lux later wakes up to Phi in his bed, claiming she is his roommate. When
the Black Hero won the war Lishe replaced her dead father as Princess of Atismata and her brand was kept
secret. An Abyss appears and Lishe takes a team to kill it. The Abyss is being controlled with the horn whistle
by Ragreed Forus, a former Knight still loyal to the Arcadia Empire. He overwhelms Lishe and reminds her he
was the one who branded her. Lux arrives and unsheathes his black sword, transforming into a black
Drag-Ride, revealing himself as the Black Hero. He easily destroys the Abyss and kills Ragreed with his
ability to move at super speed. Airi laments her brother is not a hero, he is the "Weakest Undefeated" who
betrayed his own Empire. Lishe agrees to keep his identity as the Black Hero a secret. Relie sets up a game
where the girl who steals a red request paper from Lux within one hour will get him as her servant for a week.
Lux is caught by Lishe but he escapes. He is then captured by Phi but also tricks her into letting him go. With
only ten minutes left he is trapped in a changing room when several girls including Krulcifer enter and strip to
their underwear. He is spotted by Krulcifer who lets him remain hidden. Claiming the game is over she asks to
see the red paper and he hands it over just as the bell sounds, signalling the real end of the game with Krulcifer
the winner. Relie believes the horn whistle used by Ragreed is the key to a secret in the ancient ruins and asks
Lux to go there. Wanting to avoid this she asks Lux to pose as her boyfriend, making Lishe jealous. Krulcifer
and Lux are attacked by thieves during their date. Krulcifer uses her ability to see into the future, and defeats
them. Krulcifer claims Lux is her boyfriend. Outraged Krulcifer would choose an ex-prince over himself
Kreutzer challenges Lux to a duel in 3 days. Lux is exhausted from his handyman job so Tillfur Lilimit, a
friend of Lishe, drags him to her room where she, Lishe and Phi help him relax. One such Ragnarok may soon
escape and the Kingdom does not have the military power to stop it. Kreutzer is tasked with entering the ruins
to find powerful weapons. Relie gathers Lux and his friends to investigate the ruins. As the Horn Whistle is
the key to entering she gives it to Lux. Krulcifer goes with them, though she admits she has her own reasons.
Phi gets into the bath with a flustered Lux who notices an old scar on her back has disappeared. Kreutzer
reveals he will be joining Lux and his team, angering Krulcifer. At the ruins, the team is attacked by a Diablos
level Abyss. Kreutzer announces that if Lux defeats the Abyss before he does he will call off their duel.
Krulcifer shoots at the Abyss but has lost her ability to see the future. Kreutzer succeeds in killing the Abyss
first. Lux and Krulcifer head for the altar at the centre of the ruins. Krulcifer believes that the Black Hero is
capable of piloting his Drag-Ride indefinitely, whereas most people would eventually run out of power. She
hopes to find that the Black Hero is the same as she is. They arrive at the altar but before Lux can unlock it
with the whistle it unlocks automatically for Krulcifer, who reveals she is really a surviving citizen of the
ancient ruins. Krulcifer explains she was found as a baby by the Earl of the Ymir Theocracy who thought she
might be valuable. Krulcifer worked hard to become a Drag-Knight,making her adopted siblings jealous. She
came to the ruins to prove she was human, but now accepts she is not. Lisha appears and free them. Lux hides
the truth about Krulcifer, claiming the Horn Whistle is not a key to the lower levels. Krulcifer has Airi drug
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Lux and attends the duel in his place. Krulcifer loses her future seeing ability and is defeated. Kreutzer admits
he knows Krulcifer is a citizen of the ruins and plans on using her to access and use the advanced technology
to destroy the Ragnaroks, reasoning that sacrificing Krulcifer is a small price to pay. Lux attacks Kreutzer,
revealing his Black Hero form to Krulcifer. Krulcifer admits Lux managed to impress her and kisses him twice
in front of a furious Lisha. To this end Lux is forced to cross-dress to avoid suspicion. During his rounds, he
sees a girl talking to a cat just as he is assaulted by the suspicious prowler. He is saved by the girl who
introduces herself as Celestia "Celes" Ralgris, a daughter of a high ranking noble, strongest third year student
of the academy and a known man hater. Lux claims he is a girl called Luno. Kreutzer is murdered in prison by
his hooded partner. Later, Lux, as himself, meets Celes, who insists he leave the academy. Relie arranges a
formal match in which if Lux wins, he may stay but must leave if Celes wins. The next day, the members of
the Chivalric Order, led by Celes, travels to Ries island for a training camp where Lux notices a large building
at the top of a mountain. Later that night, Lux is called for a massage request only to learn that the client is
Celes and he quickly cross-dresses into Luno before he is seen. Celes invites him to tour the town the next day
where she goes shopping for a swimsuit. While resting in the shade outside town, Celes reveals that she, in
fact, does not hate men, it was just a misunderstanding that has never been resolved. The students enjoy free
time at the beach. As the match goes on, the Triad locate the suspicious prowler from the academy who is
revealed to be Saniya who is actually a spy for the Heiburg Republic and has been stealing information from
the academy. Defeated, Celes tells Lux everything but he reveals that he already knows when he exposes
himself as Luno. Equipping Bahamut, Lux attacks and quickly defeats the Ragnarok but its core is saved by
Saniya. The hooded figure introduces herself as Hayes of the Heiburg Republic who bears a resemblance to
Lux and Airi. She hints to Lux that he had forgotten a tragic incident on the island five years ago and the two
flee. Later that night, Celes expresses her anger at being deceived by Lux but she eventually forgives him and
allows him to stay at the academy. Lux later tries to remember what took place on the island five years ago
and he sees flashes of the large building and a room with young girls on a bed while covered in blood. As he
tries to remember more, his head begins to hurt and an earthquake suddenly hits as new ruins appears out from
the sea. Lux visits her in her room and she says that she is going to participate in the ruin investigation but Lux
expresses his worry over her health though she assures him that she is fine. Lux is inspecting his Bahamut
Drag-Ride which has been modified by Lishe in preparation for the ruin investigation. As the investigation
begins, Lux and the girls travel inside the ruins and are surprised to find a destroyed ecosystem and suggests
that a war took place based on the destruction. The group decides to split up in order to cover more ground.
The group calls Krulcifer to check on the girl who awakens at her touch. Krulcifer sees that she is not human
and the girl introduces herself as La Krushe, the supervisor of the ruins and she refers to Krulcifer as
"Administrator". The noble also notes that Lux is the only one who could defeat the Ragnarok while admitting
his plan to having the former prince work for them in the near future. Back in the ruins, Lux is carrying a tired
Phi as they enter a room where the Abyss were being created. Phi suddenly experiences a headache and warns
them of incoming danger as an Abyss suddenly appears and attacks them. La Krushe explains that when the
ruins enter a state of alert, three Abyss are released to protect it. Lux suggests escaping the ruins but an
unusually stern Relie insists on continuing and Phi equips her Drag-Ride and heads off with Lux in pursuit.
They leave the ruins and confront the remaining Abyss but Phi is thrown into the old building on the mountain
and Lux starts to remember more about the past. He enters the building and remembers that it was once used
as a place for human experimentation by the old Empire and Phi was one of the victims. He finds Phi only to
be attacked by her as she smiles maniacally and her eyes emit an inhuman glow. In the present, Phi continues
to strangle Lux but she suddenly passes out and Hayes appears beside them. Back in the ruins, Lishe and
Krulcifer defeat the remaining Abyss. Airi tells them that they had discovered the entrance to the deepest parts
of the ruins but they lack a key to enter. Back in the old building, Lux confronts Hayes but she warns him that
if she dies, Phi dies too. Hayes explains that she planted a seed of Ragnarok inside Phi and that she is slowly
turning into an Abyss as her body is being eaten from the inside. Hayes also reveals that Phi had been resisting
her commands which explains her fever and headaches. She then offers Lux a deal in which she will command
the Ragnarok to save Phi who will die in a few days in her current state but in exchange, Lux must open the
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entrance to the deepest part of the ruins using Krulcifer as they key but he is given a time limit of two days to
accomplish this.
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Chronicle of the Divine Sword v (Yaoi) [Uki Ogasawara] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. The ninja, Shinkai Sumida, gained immortality from Shiva, god of a magical sword.

ApollotheNinja Cole Serafino, son of Hestia and Luna Jones, Eye of Bast, meet each other, teaming up to fight
a group that seemingly found the ability to kill gods, and they plan to use that ability. This is ApollotheNinja,
but just call me Apollo for short. This is my first chapter of my first fanfic, so I am still trying to find out how
this works. I am not Rick Riordan, I wish. Anyways, onto the first chapter of Divine Crisis. Always on the run,
in the middle of an alley, battling flying metal birds fire coming out of my hands and a sword. There was a
boy watching this, pulling his mom, who was on the phone, to try to show her the birds. Curtesy of the Mist. I
tried to get away from the knive-like feathers being thrown by the Stymphalian birds. One tried to dive bomb
me, but I caught him by the wing, heating him up to such a temperature that he started to melt. Another shot a
feather at me, slicing my cheek. Now, I was pissed. I cleaved the wing off one of the remaining three birds
with my sword, causing him to crumble to dust. Another feather sliced my knee. My rage started to build.
Then I launched a fire ball at the both of them with the weirdest battle cry ever. The birds turned to dust on
impact. Seriously, Cole how did you get distracted this easily. Yes, me, a powerful, pyrokinetic demigod,
working as a Dunkin Donuts employee. Well, my day job at Dunkin Donuts gives me money and my full time
job as a demigod just gives me monsters and a seriously screwed up life. My dad was a centurion in a camp
called Camp Jupiter and was a legacy of Apollo. He was a great leader and warrior, but he lived and worked
outside of Camp Jupiter, his coverup for me was that he was a cop. He named me Cole after coal, you know,
the rock that can burn. End then the worst day of my life happened. My dad was sent on a mission to take out
a dangerous and unknown assailant, so he took ten men with him and set out. They found him and the men a
few days later slaughtered like sheep. I lived at an orphanage that was run by nuns after that and was
constantly tormented. I discovered my abilities in there when I burned one of my tormentors in self defense.
The nuns saw this and thought I was some kind of devil child. So I ran away five years ago when I was twelve
and lived like this ever since. I learned my past when I found a letter sent by my mom. She left me Wildfire so
I could defend myself and have kept it ever since. I got to Dunkin Donuts a half hour late and was greeted by
my boss. Big Joe had his arms crossed. That was at least half true. I got behind the counter and served my first
costumer if the day, a girl about his age with a black sweater, jeans, and a ponytail. My heart skipped a beat,
the lady had snakes for hair and sunglasses. She spotted me and smiled coldly, doing a little finger wave. Then
she reached for her sunglasses, preparing to turn me to stone. I shut my eyes quick, and reached for my
watch-sword, then heard the sound of metal slicing through air. I opened my eyes. Nobody noticed a thing
except me. She put the knife away, took her coffee, and walked out. She knew that Medusa was a monster. I
looked to Joe. I snuck out the back door, ditching my DD employee clothes and following the girl about a
dozen yards behind. Who is she, I thought There is only one way to find out. Your review has been posted.
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Chronicle of the Divine Sword, Volume 2 has 0 ratings and 0 reviews. As Shinkai attempts to fulfill his vow against his
enemy, Tsunaie Hirasaka, he is th.

Aewynessa The past never stays buried. Ever since she was a kit, Mona had been the school outcast. Despite
being treated poorly, she always dreamed of forming an exploration team. When her world crumbles after a
devastating tragedy, her dreams gain a darker motive. Now fueled on a path of vengeance, she must survive
the mounting dangers from her enemies with the help of her friends. A cold wind tousled his fur as he stood at
the edge of a cliff. From below him resounded clangs of steel upon steel, a testament to the frothing melee that
he was observing. Color flashed like fireworks amidst the combatants; although, they made for a very poor
light show. The paw resting on the hilt of his sword curled tightly around the two-handed grip. Some of his
comrades relished in the glory of battle, seeking ever-higher pedestals of fame constructed from the blood of
the deceased. He found no joy, no satisfaction, in waging war. Yet it had to be done. Behind him came the
sound of pounding feet and heavy breathing. He lowered his gaze to his sword and purposefully loosed his
grip. It would do him no favors to waver in his focus now. The Fallen have advanced along the eastern ridge
and plan to flank us at the pass," a messenger reported, standing at attention. The general lifted his eyes to the
messenger, a young scyther no more than fourteen. They should have been at their homes with their families.
All kids like him never returned from battle. Inhaling deeply, the general concentrated on the situation at hand.
Never in his life had he needed more of himself than he could give. To falter in his purpose would cost him
the lives of thousands. When the messenger had departed, Lukes removed his paw from his sword. With one
final, lingering examination of the battlefield, he smoothly marched down from the cliff to the western
ridgeline. At the base of the cliff, an audino waited for him. Lukes returned the gesture twofold. I must attend
a long overdue appointment," Lukes whispered. Leaving Eve alone on the ridge, he ventured to the north,
skirting the cliffside. His sword clacked against his side, debilitating his movements. Knowing that he would
have no future need for it, he unbuckled it from his waist and tossed it over the edge. As it fell, its
finely-honed blade tumbled out of its sheath. The immaculate steel dully glinted as it plunged deep into the
earth below. Lukes resumed his trek. Upon reaching a tunnel on his left, he ducked inside of it and dropped
down into an underpass. He would be concealed from the enemy in this passage long enough to reach his
destination. The next few moments of his life would be the most crucial of them all. Perhaps he should not
have discarded his sword. Near the end of the underpass, light shone down from a hole above him. Scaling a
small rock wall, he emerged from the hole. A cold breeze rushed past him, chilling him through his fur. He
stood atop the hill at one end of the battlefield. On the other side, at the end of the valley, a brown stone
fortress loomed from the mountainside. In the near distance, a small portion of his army peeled off from the
main battle and advanced toward the eastern ridge. The messenger had traveled at a remarkable speed to reach
that section of the valley so quickly and had a keen eye to be able to spot General Baxter so swiftly. Perhaps
he would survive the war after all. With a final sigh, Lukes stepped away from his vantage point and delved
into a copse of trees behind him. Brushing past branches and bushes, he arrived in a small clearing. He strode
calmly into the center of it and closed his eyes. A rustle, barely audible, rang loudly in his ears. In the blink of
an eye, lightning sparked from his fur to the origin of the noise. A sharp crack followed, and a fearow tumbled
from a tree, its fur smoking where the lightning had struck it. They growled and screeched at Lukes, prowling
around him in circles. Neither side made a move. Lukes still kept his eyes closed. Suddenly, a figure sprang
out from the top of a thick, sturdy oak. A black cloak completely obscured his physique, save for the claws
that protruded from the sleeves. Soundlessly, the figure landed in front of Lukes. His tenor voice, ringing with
a twisted echo, made the very air quiver. A low vibration hummed in the airâ€”a growl from the figureâ€”,
and his claws ignited in fierce orange flames. He raised his incendiary claws and advanced toward the general.
Shroud halted in confusion, his claws lowering slightly. The orb at the end of it glowed, and complex runes
appeared on the ground. Shroud exclaimed in surprise, spinning to examine the network of runes around him.
The humming sound resumed, much angrier in tone. The flames on his claws extinguished. A high-pitched,
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continuous whistle sounded softly in the air. Shroud roared again and leapt at Lukes. Deadlocked, the two
pushed against each other, one desperate, one resolute. His composure had yet to be broken. Any lingering
doubts of his had vanished. As they continued to struggle, the light crawled higher up their bodies, its rate
increasing with every passing second. You are only delaying the inevitable. It was never really my place,
anyway," he said back. The light encased them fully. Though he felt the same agony, not a single sound
escaped his lips. The only indicator of his emotions was the single tear that rolled down his cheek. They
hovered in the air for a moment; then, they burst into a flurry of glowing orbs and slammed into the ground. A
new rune appeared in the center of the network, and the surrounding area was enveloped in an explosion of
heat and light. When the light died, not a single living thing remained on the mountaintop. Young saplings
sprouted from the ashes and matured into majestic oaks and towering conifers. A gentle, yet cool breeze
wafted through the now-ancient forest, lightly stirring the budding branches. Spring has almost arrived, and
life had begun to arouse in prospect of it. Nature had eradicated all signs of that debacle of so long ago, yet it
had failed to eradicate the ancient scorch marks of those forsaken runes. One zigzagoon tiptoed close to those
taboo brands. Its nose twitched as it sniffed the air around them. Suddenly, a cold, winter wind blew through
the area, alarming the zigzagoon. It scampered off in fear. The wind only grew stronger. As it raged through
the trees, the earth tremored. For a second, the runes seemed to glow. Then, all felt silent. Your review has
been posted.
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Chapter 5 : Chronicle of the Divine Sword, Volume 2 by Uki Ogasawara
The ninja, Shinkai Sumida, gained immortality from Shiva, god of a magical sword. Four hundred years later, he meets
Tsunaie Hirasaka, a man whom he's already killed once, and has vowed to continue killing through the endless cycle of
reincarnations.
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Tip: If the series has an order, add a number or other descriptor in parenthesis after the series title (eg., "Chronicles of
Prydain (book 1)"). By default, it sorts by the number, or alphabetically if there is no number.

Chapter 7 : Baka-Updates Manga - Chronicles of the Cursed Sword
Vol: 1; Ch: 8; ; Long ago in a distant land, when the heavens ruled the earth, the two of them met by a trick of destiny.
Called the Wise Man of the Woods and given much respect by the villagers, messenger of heaven Olgrius is searching
for the origin of the incessant outbreak of storms.
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